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^Äëíê~Åí
When visualization is required in academic area, the sound mundane realism ideally defined through
scientific research is a requirement to make the testing of the visualized model worthy. Spatial model
development is an essential part in every space type. Without space standards, architecture can not be existed.
Lack of space standards causes some confusion, delay of decision, and trials and errors in building practice.
This research deals with university professor's office space model. Currently in Korea, university building
construction has been increased because of rapidly growing quantitative and qualitative needs for better
education. There has been a wide range of size preference of the office space. Because of Korea's limited land
availability, deliberate consideration in suggesting the minimum space standards without sacrificing the
function is needed. This is especially important since professors traditionally have been highly respected from
society, thereby rather authoritative with strong territoriality and privacy need and relatively sensitive to
space size. Thus, presenting the 3D visual models to convince professors that the models accommodate their
needs is important as well as the search process for ideal space models.
The aim of the project was to develop a set of interior space models for university professor's office. To
achieve the goal, 3 research projects and 1 design simulation project were implemented. Objectives of the 4
projects were 1) to identify the most popular office space conditions that is architectural characteristics, 2) to
identify the most popular office space use type, 3) to identify user needs for spatial improvement, 4) to develop
and suggest interior design alternatives systematically and present them in 3 dimentional computer
simulation. This simulated images will be a basis of scaled model construction for endoscopy research and of
full scale modelling in the future

fåíêçÇìÅíáçå
As office environment is becoming a major living space, there is strong awareness of that it should satisfy
physical and psychological needs for efficiency and quality of life (Sundstrom,1987; Konar et al.,1982). This
paper covers a comprehensive research project which consists of 3 consecutive smaller research and 1 design
project, carried out from June, 1995 through December, 1996. The aim of this project was to develop a set of
interior design models to encourage the professors to improve the offices and show them the ways to satisfy
their needs. To make the model more realistic and more practical, the existing office conditions, current space
use characteristics and needs for improvement were examined. Yonsei university, the leading private
university in Korea, was selected because it has been under this social climate and considerable number of
professors have shown evaluative minds toward their work environment which also has been expanding the
campus with sustantial new constructions.
lÄàÉÅíáîÉë ~åÇ êÉëìäíë çÑ íÜÉ P êÉëÉ~êÅÜ éêçàÉÅíë
1) To identify the most popular office space conditions -- architectural characteristics -- the existing
floorplans of several buildings were analyzed. The plans had been kept at the facility management department
at Yonsei University. 725 professors offices (out of 1069) were measured-because of missing documentation.
The architectural check items were size, shape, location of doors, size of windows etc. The most common
offices were selected on the basis of these features. For examples, the most common condition had following
characteristics; the size was about 22m2; the 1:2 proportion rectangular shape whose window side wall was
the shorter wall; the door located at the left side of corridor wall from inside view; the size of windows was
about 4.7m2.
2) To identify the most popular space use type, a physical trace method was used. Site visits and
measurements, photographs, sketches and CAD drawings were used to trace 118 professors offices which
were available during the scheduled data collection period. Everything in the office, from furniture to
educational equipment, was recorded. The analysed features were the user characteristics, the size,
characteristics of space (such as composition, layout, furniture etc.), the appliance and the instrument
characteristics. To categorize the 'space use' characteristics, 3 variables were used: 1) territorial characteristics;
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2) the spatial relationship between the professor's work area and entrance; 3) the layout of the work area.
Offices were categorized by combining these 3 variables. The most popular space use types were identified.
For example, the most popular one had following characteristics; the office was composed of 3 territories -professor's work area, assistant area and sofa area; the professors' work area was located in the far distance
from the entrance; the work area was composed of 2 work surfaces. The types were reflected in developing
new interior design models.
3) To identify user needs for spatial improvement, a questionnaire survey was administered in the month of
November, 1995. 859 questionnaires were distributed(there were 210 absences because of sabbatical leaves
and international conference commitments). 294(34%) responded within the set time limit. Among them, 279
were used for data analysis. The contents of the questionnaire instrument consisted of the professors'
background characteristics, space use condition, space evaluation, attitude and recognition of the importance
of office environment and desired improvement features. Data were analyzed using the SAS package. The fact
that wide range of activities occured in professors' offices and people spent considerable hours there showed
their office environment was a major behavior setting and also a living space for them. Therefore a systematic
design as an environmental affordance system needs to be developed. Professors' increasing volume of books
and documents and the intensive needs for storage and filing system indicate that a systematic space for
storage and filing should be provided primarily and flexibly. The need for improvement was expressed very
strongly, but time, cost, and lack of knowledge prevented professors from actively pursuing for improvement.
Therefore, design alternatives which allow improvement that are feasible, economic, popular and time saving
should be provided. They also should contribute to creating professional images.
lÄàÉÅíáîÉ ~åÇ êÉëìäíë çÑ ÇÉëáÖå éêçàÉÅí
To develop and suggest interior design model systematically, physical condition type and space use types
were crosstabulated. All previous research results were gathered and reorganized to define the character of
new interior design models.. Several major areas and parts were selected for efficient operational control to
differentiate the design alternatives. Modular unit characteristics were generated. Among the possible models,
16, by combining 2 common conditions and 8 popular space use types, were designed and suggested. Among
them, as examples two design alternatives are shown in Figure 1. Additionally, two universal design -- one a
small office and the other a medium size office (very

A1U1 type

A2U3 type

A1U1 type: A1(<22m2-1:2-left-<4.7m2) - U1(P's work area+assistant work area+sofa area-far-2sided)
A2U3 type: A2([22-28m2)-1:1.5-left->6.2m2) - U3(P's workarea+sofa area-far-2 sided)
A(Architectural condition): Office size-Proportion of depth by width-Location of door-Window size)
U(Space usage): Territorial composition-Distance between professor's work area and entrance-Layout of professor's area
Figure 1. Two examples of design alternatives.[see links: 16p01.jpg rechts: 16p02.jpg]

flexible interior design models) -- were developed. Even though the work range
of interior design includes space planning, furnishing, material, color, lighting and accessary coordination,
space planning and furnishing were mainly considered in this stage. Since environmental experience
emphasizes moving and viewing from various standing points when responding to interior space, 5 different
perspective views were rendered per each model type and presented on 1 page to give more thorough
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reviewing opportunity. An example which reflects the most common architectural codition, the most popular
space usage, and the most important improvement needs is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. 3D simulated images of a developed interior model of university professor's office reflecting the most popular condition, space
usage, and improvement needs.
[see 16p03zw.jpg of in kleur 16p03col.jpg]

Summary discussion
The projects introduced here presumed that for more valid and reliable simulation research, scientific process
to establish and define the characteristic of simulated setting is essential along with the simulation technique.
In the field of environmental design, since the physical environment which is composed of the tangible items
and condition that comprise the world around us, is the target for simulation, it should reflect realistic
conditions and needs for improvement. In this regard, this article emphasized the mundane realism. Besides
this, this article believed that simulation of interior space would enhance buildings imageability, regardless of
its inherent imageability, thereby would help users' decision making, and also show the potentiality of using
simulation for interior research. Since this research provided solid foundation telling what to create and
simulate, further simulation researches using various techniques can be developed. Besides computer
simulation introduced here, full scale experiment is planned for the future research. Modular plastic bricks
were developed along with a moving system which allows the manipulation of office size during the
experiments. To furnish the office lab., the research results were thoroughly used. Additionally scaled
modelling will be planned for endoscopy research. Once all 3 different simulation research are planned and
carried out well, the comparison of those techniques be compared.
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